
NGUYEN TRAI – BA DINH HIGH SCHOOL        FINAL ENGLISH TEST – TERM II - 11TH FORM - 2017

Full name:………………………………..     Time: 45 Minutes – Theme: 1     Number of page: 02
Class: 11A………………………………....   Teacher’s remark .....................Mark: …………………… 
Write down your answers here :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

PART I. PHONETICS AND STRESS: (1pt)

A. Choose one word whose underlined part is pronounced differently by circling A, B, C or D.

1. A. exactly B. exist C. exhaust D. extinct

2. A. decreased B. influenced C. endangered D. established

B. Choose one word whose main stress pattern is different by circling A, B, C or D. 

3. A. category B. regular C. relative D. equipment

4. A. engineer B. president C. scientist D. astronaut

PART II. VOCABULARY and GRAMMAR (4 pts).

Circle the option A, B, C or D to best complete the sentences .

5. He was always coming up with new ideas…………….were absolutely impracticable.

A ., most of that B. most of which C. most of that D. ,most of which

6. ……….instructed me how to make a good preparation for a job interview.

A. John Robbins, to that I spoke on the telephone , B. John Robbins, that I spoke to on the telephone ,

C. John Robbins, I spoke to on the telephone, D. John Robbins, who I spoke to on the telephone,

7. The planes …………..as suddenly as they ………………………..

A. vanished/ appeared B. had vanished/appeared        

C. vanished/ had appeared        D. had vanished/ had appeared

8. The man ………………a green suit is a famous energy researcher.

A. whom is wearing B. wearing C. to wear D. is wearing

9. The guest on our program will be the youngest ………..........the show.

A. to win B. that wins C. who won D. won

10. “ Skull Island ’’ ,     …….......…….., reached  $ 500,000 in revenue last month.

A. which shot in VietNam B. was shot in VietNam

C. shot in VietNam D. shooting in VietNam

11. The Scholastic Aptitude Test ( SAT ), ………...........….by high school students, is a requirement for admission
to many colleges.

A. which was taken B. is taken C. which is taken D. is taking

12. It was “ Idols of Bolero ’’competition on TV that …………….by our family.

A. was most enjoying B.  most enjoyed C. was most enjoyed D. was most enjoyable

13. I don’t think human beings ever walked on the moon , ……………….. ?

A. didn’t they B. don’t I C. do I D. did they



14. Since the accident he …………….. leave the house.

A. wasn’t able to B. couldn’t C. hasn’t been able to D. can’t

15. Which of the four words  CANNOT replace the underlined word ? 

 Air, water, and soil are necessary for the survival of all living things.

A. worth B. essential C. vital D. important

16. Choose the SYNONYM for the underlined word : 

How long will it be before the world’s fuel supplies are exhausted ?

A. tired of B. used up C. scared of D. limited to

17. Reading ……..........…….me to learn about so many things.

A. focuses B. provides C. makes D. enables

18. …………..energy sources include water, solar and wind power, ect...

A. Friendly environmental B. Friendly environment

C. Environmentally friendly D. Environmental friendly 

19. Once scientists fully understand the cause ……..a disease, it becomes easier for them to find a cure ….......it.

A. of /of B. of/ for C. of /from D. from/in

20. “Would you mind helping me with these heavy boxes ?” “............................’’.

A. Yes, I would B. Not at all C. What a pity D. My Gosh 

21. From where we’re standing, this land belongs to my family as far as you ……....………see.

A. can B. are able to  C. couldn’t D. could

22. The first person to eat and drink in …………………. in space was a Soviet cosmonaut.

A. weight B. overweight C. underweight D. weightlessness

PART III. READING (2.5 pts): 

A. Read the passage and choose the best answer to fill in each blank.  

We are  in  an energy crisis  and fossil  fuels  (coal,  oil  and gas)  are  rapidly running out.  If  we don’t  (23).........
conserving resources , it will be too late. We can develop other alternative sources of power . (24)  ..........burning
fossil fuels, we should concentrate on more economic uses of electricity. If we didn’t waste so much energy, our
resources would last longer. You can save more energy by conservation than you can produce with the same (25)
…… of money. We should do research on solar energy, wind power, wave power, tidal power, etc …, because
energy from the sun, the waves and the wind lasts forever and is clean, safe and cheap. If we don’t start working on
cleaner, safer sources of energy, our fossil fuels will run (26) .............  and we will all freeze or starve to death. 

23. A. start B. stop C. try D. help

24. A. In case of B. Instead of C. Because of D. In spite of 

25. A. range B. number C. deal D. amount 

26. A. up  B. on C. out D. away

B. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the
questions. 

One of the most urgent environment problems in the world today is the shortage of clean water.  Having clean
drinking water is a basic human right. But acid rain, industrial pollution and garbage have made many sources of



water undrinkable. Lakes and even entire seas have become large pools of poison. Lake Baikal in Russia is one of
largest lakes in the world. It contains a rich variety of animals and plants, including 1,300 rare species that do not
exist anywhere else in the world. But they are being destroyed by the massive volumes of industrial pollutants
which pour into the lake every day. Even where law existed, the government did not have the power to enforce
them.  Most  industries simply ignore the regulations.  The Mediterranean Sea occupies 1% of the world's  water
surface. But it is the dumping ground for 50% of all marine pollution. Almost sixteen countries regularly throw
industrial wastes a few miles off shore. Water is free to everyone. A few years ago people thought that the supply of
clean water in the world was limitless. Today, many water supplies have been ruined by pollutants and sewage.
Clean water is now scarce, and we are at last beginning to respect this precious source. We should do something
now.    

27.   One environment problem in the world today is…….. ........   

A.  population explosion  B.  safe water shortage C.  industrial pollution  D.  acid rain  

28.   What is a serious problem of Lake Baikal in Russia?    

A.  The government did not have the power to enforce laws and regulations.   

B.  It has 1,300 rare species that do not exist anywhere else in the world.  

C.  It contains a rich variety of animals and plants.

D.  It is polluted by massive volumes of industrial wastes discharged into it.  

29.   What is the message to the readers?    

A.  We should do something to protect our water resources.  B.  We should encourage people to use safe water.

C.  We should use a lot of clean water.  D.  We should limit the clean water in the world.  

30.  Many sources of water are not drinkable because of……….......   

A.  industrial pollution         B.  acid rain, industrial pollution and garbage     C.  garbage      D.  acid rain  

PART IV. WRITING (2.5 pts)

A. Find out ONE mistake in each sentence and CORRECT it .

31. Before Gagarin’s historic flight, no one knew precise what would happen to a human being in space.

   A        B       C    D

32. The president can speak two foreign languages, aren’t he ?

       A     B          C                      D

33. The singer whom we chatted has just released a new album.

       A  B      C        D

34. It was in VietNam that the film made

         A        B             C       D

B. Rewrite the following sentences without changing the meaning and use the suggestions below.

35. Some students in my school got scholarship and John was the sixth of them . (Use Relative clause) 

- …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

36. I ran through a crowd of people . They were hurrying to get to work. (Reduce relative clause, using V-ing)        

- …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

37. The students in my school most worry about the English exam. (Use cleft sentence)

- …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

38. Mr Jones was very generous about overtime payments. I was working for him. (Use’’preposition’’+relative pronoun)



- …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

39. The film “ The Baby Boss ’’, which were released last month, attracted both adults and children . 

(Reduce relative clause, using PII)        

- …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

40. The last applicant who was interviewed was completely suitable. (Reduce relative clause, using To – Infi.)        

 - …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

*** The end ***
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PART I. PHONETICS AND STRESS: (1pt)

A. Choose one word whose underlined part is pronounced differently by circling A, B, C or D .

1. A. exactly B. exist C. exhaust D. extinct

2. A. decreased B. influenced C. endangered D. established

B. Choose one word whose main stress pattern is different by circling A, B, C or D. 

3. A. category B. regular C. relative D. equipment

4. A. engineer B. president C. scientist D. astronaut

PART II. VOCABULARY and GRAMMAR. (4 pts)

Circle the option A, B, C or D to best complete the sentences. 

5. He was always coming up with new ideas…………….were absolutely impracticable.

A ., most of that B. most of which C. most of that D. ,most of which

6. ……….instructed me how to make a good preparation for a job interview.

A. John Robbins, to that I spoke on the telephone , B. John Robbins, that I spoke to on the telephone ,

C. John Robbins, I spoke to on the telephone, D. John Robbins, who I spoke to on the telephone,

7. The planes ………........…..as suddenly as they ………………………..

A. vanished/ appeared B. had vanished/appeared        

C. vanished/ had appeared        D. had vanished/ had appeared

8. The man ………………a green suit is a famous energy researcher.

A. whom is wearing B. wearing C. to wear D. is wearing

9. The guest on our program will be the youngest ……...........…..the show.

A. to win B. that wins C. who won D. won

10. “ Skull Island ’’ ,     …………............., reached  $ 500,000 in revenue last month.

A. which shot in VietNam B. was shot in VietNam



C. shot in VietNam D. shooting in VietNam

11. The Scholastic Aptitude Test ( SAT ), ………...........….by high school students, is a requirement for admission
to many colleges.

A. which was taken B. is taken C . which is taken D. is taking

12. It was “ Idols of Bolero ’’competition on TV that …………….by our family.

A. was most enjoying B.  most enjoyed C. was most enjoyed D. was most enjoyable

13. I don’t think human beings ever walked on the moon , ……………….. ?

A. didn’t they B. don’t I C. do I D. did they

14. Since the accident he …………….. leave the house.

A. wasn’t able to B. couldn’t C. hasn’t been able to  D. can’t

15. Which of the four words  CANNOT replace the underlined word ? 

Air, water, and soil are necessary for the survival of all living things.

A. worth B. essential C. vital D. important

16. Choose the SYNONYM for the underlined word : 

How long will it be before the world’s fuel supplies are exhausted ?

A. tired of B. used up C. scared of D. limited to

17. Reading ………….me to learn about so many things.

A. focuses B. provides C. makes D. enables

18. …………..energy sources include water, solar and wind power, ect...

A. Friendly environmental B. Friendly environment

C. Environmentally friendly D. Environmental friendly 

19. Once scientists fully understand the cause ……..a disease, it becomes easier for them to find a cure …......it.

A. of /of B. of/ for C. of /from D. from/in

20. “Would you mind helping me with these heavy boxes ?” “............................’’.

A. Yes, I would B. Not at all C. What a pity D. My Gosh 

21. From where we’re standing, this land belongs to my family as far as you ……………see.

A. can B. are able to  C. couldn’t D. could

22. The first person to eat and drink in …………………. in space was a Soviet cosmonaut.

A. weight B. overweight C. underweight D. weightlessness

PART III. READING (2.5 pts): 

A. Read the passage and choose the best answer to fill in each blank.  

We are  in  an energy crisis  and fossil  fuels  (coal,  oil  and gas)  are  rapidly running out.  If  we don’t  (23).........
conserving resources , it will be too late. We can develop other alternative sources of power . (24)  ..........burning
fossil fuels, we should concentrate on more economic uses of electricity. If we didn’t waste so much energy, our
resources would last longer. You can save more energy by conservation than you can produce with the same (25)
…… of money. We should do research on solar energy, wind power, wave power, tidal power, etc…, because energy
from the sun, the waves and the wind lasts forever and is clean, safe and cheap. If we don’t start working on cleaner,
safer sources of energy, our fossil fuels will run (26) .............  and we will all freeze or starve to death. 

23. A. start B. stop C. try D. help



24. A. In case of B. Instead of C. Because of D. In spite of 

25. A. range B. number C. deal D. amount 

26. A. up  B. on C. out D. away

B. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the
questions. 

One of the most urgent environment problems in the world today is the shortage of clean water.  Having clean
drinking water is a basic human right. But acid rain, industrial pollution and garbage have made many sources of
water undrinkable. Lakes and even entire seas have become large pools of poison. Lake Baikal in Russia is one of
largest lakes in the world. It contains a rich variety of animals and plants, including 1,300 rare species that do not
exist anywhere else in the world. But they are being destroyed by the massive volumes of industrial pollutants
which pour into the lake every day. Even where law existed, the government did not have the power to enforce
them.  Most  industries simply ignore the regulations.  The Mediterranean Sea occupies 1% of the world's  water
surface. But it is the dumping ground for 50% of all marine pollution. Almost sixteen countries regularly throw
industrial wastes a few miles off shore. Water is free to everyone. A few years ago people thought that the supply of
clean water in the world was limitless. Today, many water supplies have been ruined by pollutants and sewage.
Clean water is now scarce, and we are at last beginning to respect this precious source. We should do something now.    

27.   One environment problem in the world today is…….. ........   

A. population explosion  B. safe water shortage C. industrial pollution  D. acid rain  

28.   What is a serious problem of Lake Baikal in Russia?    

A.  The government did not have the power to enforce laws and regulations.   

B.  It has 1,300 rare species that do not exist anywhere else in the world.  

C.  It contains a rich variety of animals and plants.

D.  It is polluted by massive volumes of industrial wastes discharged into it.  

29.   What is the message to the readers?    

A.  We should do something to protect our water resources.  B.  We should encourage people to use safe water.

C.  We should use a lot of clean water.  D.  We should limit the clean water in the world.  

30.  Many sources of water are not drinkable because of………. ......   

A.  industrial pollution         B.  acid rain, industrial pollution and garbage     C.  garbage      D.  acid rain  

PART IV. WRITING (2.5 pts)

A. Find out ONE mistake in each sentence and CORRECT it .

31. Before Gagarin’s historic flight, no one knew precise what would happen to a human being in space.

    A          B         C    D  

  B – precisely

32. The president can speak two foreign languages, aren’t he ?

        A      B         C                      D   D – can’t

33. The singer whom we chatted has just released a new album

       A   B           C        D    B – to whom

34. It was in VietNam that the film made

           A B C         D    D – was made

B. Rewrite the following sentences without changing the meaning and use the suggestions below.

35. Some students in my school got scholarship and John was the sixth of them . (Use Relative clause) 



-    John was the sixth of the students in my school to get scholarship./John was......school,who got scholarship

36. I ran through a crowd of people . They were hurrying to get to work. (Reduce relative clause, using V-ing)        

-    I ran through a crowd of people  hurrying to get to work.

37. The students in my school most worry about the English exam. (Use cleft sentence)

-   It is the English exam that the students in my school  most worry about.

38. Mr Jones was very generous about overtime payments. I was working for him.

(Use ‘’preposition’’+relative pronoun )

-  Mr Jones, for whom I was working, was very generous about overtime payments.

39. The film “ The Baby Boss ’’, which were released last month, attracted both adults and children . 

(Reduce relative clause, using PII)        

-  The film “ The Baby Boss ’’, released last month, attracted both adults and children . 

40. The last applicant who was interviewed was completely suitable. (Reduce relative clause, using To – Infi.)        

 - The last applicant to be interviewed was completely suitable. 

*** The end ***

NGUYEN TRAI – BA DINH HIGH SCHOOL     FINAL ENGLISH TEST – TERM II - 11TH FORM - 2017

Full name:………………………………..     Time: 45 Minutes – Theme 2 Number of page: 02

Class: 11A………………………………....   Teacher’s remark .....................Mark: …………………… 

Write down your answers here :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
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PART I :PHONETICS AND STRESS: (1pt)

A. Choose one word whose underlined part is pronounced differently by circling A, B, C or D. 

1. A. languages B. addresses C. approaches D. types

2. A. organized B. practised C. deserved D. occupied

B. Choose one word whose main stress pattern is different by circling A, B, C or D.

3. A. success B. cosmonaut C. technology D. establishment

4. A. aspiration B. gravity C. challenge D. cultivate

PART II. VOCABULARY and GRAMMAR (4 pts)

Circle the option A, B, C or D to best complete the sentences 

5. Camp David ………….the official country home of the US presidents.

A. that is B. where is C. it is D. is



6. Water is one of the most important resources …………………….for our life.

A. on which we depend B. on that we depend C. we depend on which D. which we depend

7. He was trying to find out what exactly ………………….when the first plane…………near the camp.

A. was going on/ was landing B. went on/ landed C. went on/was landing D. was going on/landed 

8. The Earth’s atmosphere consists of gases……..in place around the Earth by the gravitational pull of the planet.

A. held B. are holding C. being held D.  holding 

9. Benjamin Kabelsky, whom ………...as Jack Benny, was a famous comedian on radio and in vaudeville.

A. most people’s knowledge B. most people know        

C. knowing most people D. the knowledge of most people

10. New Zealand was the first country ……………….the women the right to vote.

A. gave B. to give C. was given D. to be given

11.The Indians, …….. in Peru before the discovery of the New World by Europeans, belonged to the Incan culture.

A. who live B. whom lived C. living D. lived

12. It was 59 Toma Hawk missiles that ……………to Syria by Donal Trump’s government last month.

A. launched B. was launching C. were launched D. were launching

13. There is nothing we can do to help the boys,……….?

A. can’t we B. isn’t there C. can we D. is there

14. Choose the SYNONYM for the underlined word : 

These backward ideas have now been completely discarded  . 

A. got rid of B. come up with C. put forward D. put into practice

15. Choose the ANTONYM for the underlined word : 

Evan Le, who is an accomplished   pianist, appeared in Little Big Shot – the most popular TV show of NBC. 

A. talented B. unskilled C. unqualified D. well- educated

16. When the satellite is launched next week, scientists ……………observe the rings around Saturn in more details
than ever before.

A. are able to B. have been able to C. will be able to D. were able to

17. 9,501 athletes ……….....45 nations took part…………….. 2014 Asian Games in Incheon, Korea .

A. in/ in B. from/in C. of/ in D. from/at

18. Google. Inc always offers the best services with its…………………… staff.

A. well- kept B. well-trained C. well- built D. well- intentioned

19. Their efforts were much …………….when they won 2 gold medals in bodybuilding and billiards.

A. considered B. required C. expended D. appreciated

20. Olivia : Could I have a table of six, please ?  Waiter : .. …………………

A. Sorry, we’re fully booked B. Yes, please C. No, thank you D. Alright, well done

21. We tried hard, but we ………....persuade them to come with us.

A. can’t B. couldn’t C. are able to D. were able to

22. We have to be aware of the damage humans are doing to quicken the …………….of wildlife.



A. extinct B. extinction C. extinctions D. extinctive

PART III. READING (2.5 pts): 

A. Read the passage and choose the best answer to fill in each blank.  

The  majority  of  (23)....................is  occurring  in  the  tropical  forests  in  developing  countries,  fueled  by  these
countries’ need for increased agricultural land and the desire on the part of developed countries to import wood and
wood products. More than 90 percent of the plywood ( 24 )………….. in the USA, for example,(25) …….from
developing countries with tropical rain forests. By the mid – 1980s, solutions to this expanding problem were being
sought,  in  the  form of  attempts  to  establish  an  international  regulatory  organization  to  oversee  the  use  (26)
…………..tropical forests.

23. A. deforestation B. reforestation C. afforestation D. reafforestation

24. A. burnt B. grown C. used D. kept

25. A. is importing B. is exported C.is cutting D. is imported 

26. A. with B. of C. for D. in

B. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the
questions. 

NASA officials expressed a great deal of concern   over the descent of Skylab, a satellite which was slowly making
its way back to Earth and was expected to reenter our atmosphere within the two weeks. The aluminum Skylab was
not expected to burn up on reentry. In fact, it was feared that some 400 to 500 pieces, some weighing up to 1,000
pounds, could survive reentry. These pieces would not all land in one area, but would be spread over hundreds of
miles causing a great deal of damage to property and endangering human lives. At this point, we just don't know
where or when it will come down or how much damage it might cause.

27. From what type of material was Skylab made?

A. aluminum        B. steel                    C. aging                D. burnable

28. Which of the following statements is true?

A. It would burn on reentry to the earth's atmosphere. B.   It would collide with aircraft on reentry.

C. It might cause considerable damage. D.   It would not survive its atmospheric descent.

29. Which of the following statements is NOT true?

A. The pieces would be concentrated in one area. B.   The Skylab would not completely bum before reentry.

C. There could be considerable property damage. D.   Some 400 to 500 pieces might survive.

30.  In this passage, the word "concern" most nearly means ............

A. reentry               B. annoyance           C. damage             D. worry

PART IV. WRITING. (2.5 pts)

A. Find out ONE mistake in each sentence and CORRECT it .

31. Their office consisted of three rooms, most of them were used as  conference rooms.

       A                   B          C                D

32. The crew of Apollo 11 successfully completed their historic mission, didn’t it ?



        A               B   C                  D

33. The panda’s naturally habitat is the bamboo forests  .

          A      B       C      D

34. It was the baby that rescued from the earthquake. 

           A       B    C   D

B. Rewrite the following sentences without changing the meaning and use the suggestions below.

35. Yuri Gagarin traveled in space. He became the first man in the area of space exploration.

 (Reduce relative clause, using To – Infi.)        

- ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

36. Antarctica is covered by a huge ice cap that contains 70 percent of the earth’s fresh water.

(Reduce relative clause, using V-ing)        

- ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

37. The people who were injured in the accident were taken to the hospital. (Reduce relative clause, using PII)        

- ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

38. The book is enjoyed by adults as well as children. It was written for them. (Use ‘’Preposition ‘’+ Relative clause)

- ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

39. Sarah painted the room with bright color. (Use cleft sentence)

- ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

40. Yesterday when she was waiting for the bus, she saw a man stealing the money. (Use Relative clause)

- ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

*** The end ***
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PART I :PHONETICS AND STRESS: (1pt)



A. Choose one word whose underlined part is pronounced differently by circling A, B, C or D. 

1. A. languages B. addresses C. approaches D. types

2. A. organized B. practised C. deserved D. occupied

B. Choose one word whose main stress pattern is different by circling A, B, C or D.

3. A. success B. cosmonaut C. technology D. establishment

4. A. aspiration B. gravity C. challenge D. cultivate

PART II. VOCABULARY and GRAMMAR. (4 pts)

Circle the option A, B, C or D to best complete the sentences.

5. Camp David ………….the official country home of the US presidents.

A. that is B. where is C. it is D. is

6. Water is one of the most important resources …………………….for our life.

A. on which we depend B. on that we depend C. we depend on which D. which we depend

7. He was trying to find out what exactly ………………….when the first plane…………near the camp.

A. was going on/ was landing B. went on/ landed C. went on/was landing D. was going on/landed 

8. The Earth’s atmosphere consists of gases……..in place around the Earth by the gravitational pull of the planet.

A. held B. are holding C. being held D.  holding 

9. Benjamin Kabelsky, whom ………...as Jack Benny, was a famous comedian on radio and in vaudeville.

A. most people’s knowledge B. most people know        

C. knowing most people D. the knowledge of most people

10. New Zealand was the first country ……………….the women the right to vote.

A. gave B. to give C. was given D. to be given

11.The Indians, …….. in Peru before the discovery of the New World by Europeans, belonged to the Incan culture.

A. who live B. whom lived C. living D. lived

12. It was 59 Toma Hawk missiles that ……………to Syria by Donal Trump’s government last month.

A. launched B. was launching C. were launched D. were launching

13. There is nothing we can do to help the boys,……........….?

A. can’t we B. isn’t there C. can we D. is there

14. Choose the SYNONYM for the underlined word : 

These backward ideas have now been completely discarded  . 

A. got rid of B. come up with C. put forward D. put into practice

15. Choose the ANTONYM for the underlined word : 

Evan Le, who is an accomplished   pianist, appeared in Little Big Shot – the most popular TV show of NBC. 

A. talented B. unskilled C. unqualified D. well- educated

16. When the satellite is launched next week, scientists ……………observe the rings around Saturn in more details
than ever before.

A. are able to B. have been able to C. will be able to D. were able to



17. 9,501 athletes ……….....45 nations took part…………….. 2014 Asian Games in Incheon, Korea .

A. in/ in B. from/in C. of/ in D. from/at

18. Google. Inc always offers the best services with its…………………… staff.

A. well- kept B. well-trained C. well- built D. well- intentioned

19. Their efforts were much …………….when they won 2 gold medals in bodybuilding and billiards.

A. considered B. required C. expended D. appreciated

20. Olivia : Could I have a table of six, please ?  Waiter : .. …………………

A. Sorry, we’re fully booked B. Yes, please C. No, thank you D. Alright, well done

21. We tried hard, but we ………..........persuade them to come with us.

A. can’t B. couldn’t C. are able to D. were able to

22. We have to be aware of the damage humans are doing to quicken the …………….of wildlife.

A. extinct B. extinction C. extinctions D. extinctive

PART III. READING (2.5 pts): 

A. Read the passage and choose the best answer to fill in each blank.  

The  majority  of  (23)....................is  occurring  in  the  tropical  forests  in  developing  countries,  fueled  by  these
countries’ need for increased agricultural land and the desire on the part of developed countries to import wood and
wood products. More than 90 percent of the plywood ( 24 )………….. in the USA, for example,(25) …….from
developing countries with tropical rain forests. By the mid – 1980s, solutions to this expanding problem were being
sought,  in  the  form of  attempts  to  establish  an  international  regulatory  organization  to  oversee  the  use  (26)
…………..tropical forests.

23. A. deforestation B. reforestation C. afforestation D. reafforestation

24. A. burnt B. grown C. used D. kept

25. A. is importing B. is exported C.is cutting D. is imported 

26. A. with B. of C. for D. in

B. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the
questions. 

NASA officials expressed a great deal of concern   over the descent of Skylab, a satellite which was slowly making
its way back to Earth and was expected to reenter our atmosphere within the two weeks. The aluminum Skylab was
not expected to burn up on reentry. In fact, it was feared that some 400 to 500 pieces, some weighing up to 1,000
pounds, could survive reentry. These pieces would not all land in one area, but would be spread over hundreds of
miles causing a great deal of damage to property and endangering human lives. At this point, we just don't know
where or when it will come down or how much damage it might cause.

27. From what type of material was Skylab made?

A. aluminum        B. steel                    C. aging                D. burnable

28. Which of the following statements is true?

A. It would burn on reentry to the earth's atmosphere. B.   It would collide with aircraft on reentry.

C. It might cause considerable damage. D.   It would not survive its atmospheric descent.

29. Which of the following statements is NOT true?



A. The pieces would be concentrated in one area. B.   The Skylab would not completely bum before reentry.

C. There could be considerable property damage. D.   Some 400 to 500 pieces might survive.

30. In this passage, the word "concern" most nearly means ..................

A. reentry.              B. annoyance           C. damage             D. worry  

PART IV. WRITING (2.5 pts)

A. Find out ONE mistake in each sentence and CORRECT it .

31. Their office consisted of three rooms, most of them were used as  conference rooms.

       A        B            C           D B – most of which

32. The crew of Apollo 11 successfully completed their historic mission, didn’t it ?

        A                 B      C                   D  D – didn’t they

33. The panda’s naturally habitat is the bamboo forests  .

            A          B       C            D  B - natural

34. It was the baby that rescued from the earthquake. 

           A         B     C   D  C – was rescued

B. Rewrite the following sentences without changing the meaning and use the suggestions below.

35. Yuri Gagarin traveled in space. He became the first man in the area of space exploration.

 (Reduce relative clause, using To – Infi.)        

- Yuri Gagarin became the first man in the area of space exploration  to travel in space. 

36. Antarctica is covered by a huge ice cap that contains 70 percent of the earth’s fresh water.

(Reduce relative clause, using V-ing)        

- Antarctica is covered by a huge ice cap containing 70 percent of the earth’s fresh water .

37. The people who were injured in the accident were taken to the hospital. (Reduce relative clause, using PII)        

- The people  injured in the accident were taken to the hospital. 

38. The book is enjoyed by adults as well as children. It was written for them. (Use Preposition + Relative clause)

- The book is enjoyed by adults as well as children for whom it was written. 

39. Sarah painted the room with bright color. (Use cleft sentence)

- It was the room that Sarah painted with bright color. 

40. Yesterday when she was waiting for the bus, she saw a man stealing the money. (Use Relative clause)

- Yesterday when she was waiting for the bus, she saw a man who stole the money. 

*** The end ***


